
 

 

Charlie for showing extra care and   

attention when looking after Elvis and 

Jackson, our class chicks.    

Oliver for brilliant work on matching             

numerals to amounts this week in 

maths.   

Sofia for brilliant segmenting and                     

blending in phonics this week and                    

also recognising some phase 2 sounds.    

Nancy for being brave when holding our 

class chicks and being able to explain the 

life cycle of a chick.    

Joshua for being an expert with his number bonds to 10 this week. Joshua has been 

recalling his number bonds and writing them as number sentences independently this 

week.   

Georgieann for a fantastic effort in her writing recently. Georgieann is beginning to 

write sentences independently and we are so proud of her for taking this big step in 

her English work!   

Madison for a fantastic attitude towards her learning over the last couple of weeks. 

Madison’s independent reading, writing and maths work has been top notch recently. 

Well done, Madison!   

Logan for having some fantastic contributions during carpet times this week. 

 

 

Alex for his knowledge of numbers 

Tia-Rose for her all round attitude to              
learning   
 
Jade for perseverance especially in 
maths counting in 2s.    
 
Alfie for his fantastic discussion 
and retrieval about the Great Fire of 
London   
 
Charley S for his manners and always 
being polite. 



Taylor for a huge improvement in her maths reasoning, explaining her answers with 

some excellent maths language.    

John-Paul for some fabulous inferences in our detective English work this week. He 

used the clues to piece together who stole the sandwich!  

Stan for being a fab 'mini-coach' with Mr Bailey in PE.  

Maily for trying so hard with her reading this week.  

Millie for being an excellent friend and 

mentor to her peers.   

Lily for her contributions to our                     

narrative shared writing.  

Taylah for her work dividing 2 digit 

and 1 digit numbers with beautiful 

presentation.  

Lester for showing a great attitude to 

learning in all areas of the curriculum  

Jordan for being a brilliant team                 

player in the game of rounders.   

Evie for making a great effort in writing 

sentences independently    

Rikiah for showing confidence in reading 

by applying his phonics knowledge 

to blend sounds   

Brendan- Lee for excellent                                 

understanding of division using concrete 

resources   

 

 

Sukhraj for excellent fielding in rounders.    

Melody for an improved attitude towards learning this week.    

Codey for making patterns and connections in Maths.    

Hayden for excellent retrieval work in our reading.    



Shay and Akil for working really hard learning about rivers in Geography lessons   

Mia for working hard on her times tables   

Joyce-Anne for fantastic contributions in class discussions. 

Gary for having an excellent week and performing well in rounders.   

Maya for mature contributions in science.   

Chanel for perseverance when finding the area of composite shapes.   

Kacie for retaining knowledge and showing a real interest in the Battle of Britain.    

 

 

Logan for hard work while setting up a science investigation.   

Antoni for super fielding and batting in rounders.   

Elisha for excellent focus and work on ration in maths.   

Mollie for her interesting predictions in reading, backed up with good reasoning.   

 

Zendi (N) Georgiann (R) Charley S (1T) Amena (1T) Pearl (2B) Jacob (3G) Lillyanna (3G) 

Codey Y (3D) Liam (3D) 

Mrs Garrish is proud of: 

Hope (1T) for using kind words and Spencer (1T) for fantastic work with Mrs Garrish 

 


